BNSF Los Angeles Intermodal Facility Chassis List (as of 06-04-08)

The chassis pools are as follows:

Grand Alliance Chassis Pool.
GACP includes OOCL, NYK, and HAPAG-LLOYD.
Chassis include OOLZ, NYKZ, HLC, as well as any lease chassis stenciled for GACP or any of the partners of the pool.
"Consignee and/or Shipper" includes OOCLUSA, HAPAGLAMERIC, NYKINTL, NYKDомЕSTIC, NКEMPTY, NYKLINNAMERICA, and NYKLINNA.

New World Alliance (or The New World Alliance) chassis pool.
TNWA includes Hyundai, MOL, NCL, and APL and Pacer.
Chassis (20', 40', and 45') include HDMZ, NOLZ, MOLZ, MOTZ, MOLA, KMTZ, APL, PATZ, as well as lease chassis stenciled HMM.
"Consignee" includes TNWACHAPOOL, MITSUITRAPAC, MITSUICOUSA, and MOLAMERICA.

Maersk Line chassis pool.
Includes Maersk, Sealand, P&O, P&O-NedLloyd, NedLloyd, and Horizon Lines LLC.
Chassis include MAEC, APMZ, SEAC, NEDZ, PONZ, POCZ, as well as lease chassis stenciled Maersk, Sealand, P&O, P&ONL, or NedLloyd.
"Consignee" includes HORIZOLLINLIC.

Los Angeles Basin Pool (A consolidation of LA126 and Hanjin chassis pools)
LABP includes Yang Ming, China Shipping, Hanjin, Senator Lines, Pacific International Lines (PIL), Wan Hai, and TRANSCINTLOG (YML domestic shipper).
Chassis include YMLZ, CSCZ, CCLZ, DFLZ, HJCZ, KSCZ, KSCC, PCIZ, WHLZ, as well as lease chassis stenciled LABP, LA126, Yang Ming, China Shipping, Hanjin, Senator Lines, PIL, or Wan Hai.

Cosco pool.
Chassis include COZZ, as well as lease chassis stenciled Cosco.


West Coast Chassis Pool
WCCP includes CMA-CGM containers with consignee of WCCP and Mediterranean Shipping Co.(MSC) containers.
Uses chassis stenciled WCCP, Med. Shipping Co. and CMA-CGM chassis that are stenciled WCCP.
Also uses GP SHIPS and ITALIAN LINES chassis.

Pacer-Stacktrain chassis Pool
(53'→107" high containers and 110" high containers)
(107") PATU, APCU, and BMAU containers use PATZ, BAMZ, or APLZ (APLZ 195001-199299, APLZ 530000-531546, APLZ 543863-544561, or APLZ 581802-582381) chassis.

(110") PAGU containers use PAGZ and PBRZ chassis.
If a Pacer 110" chassis is not available, then use a rail-controlled 53' chassis (LSFZ, TCFZ, TSXZ, NSPZ).

FWAZ pool
Includes Express Systems Intl, Interdom, Hubgroup, and Matson Intermodal Logistics (MATSONINTLOG).

Foreign chassis for which there are no pools at the BNSF.
K-Line, Evergreen, Sinotrans, Contship, and Zim.